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The Value of Planning
As noted in the preface of the 2003/13 Comprehensive Plan, Occoquan features a
rich history, a delicate natural environment, and a diverse lifestyle. Indeed, the mix
of community assets and liabilities, which distinguish the town today, is a byproduct
of the choices and decisions made in the past.
In a similar way, Occoquan’s future will be a function of the decisions the town will
make today as well as in the tomorrows to come. Accordingly, it is imperative
Occoquan expend the time and energy required to determine what kind of future the
town wishes for itself. In short, Occoquan must plan for its tomorrow today.
Imagining a preferred future is the quintessential premise – and promise – of
planning in the private sector as well as the public sector. Two of the best definitions
for planning actually come from the world of business. The first defines planning
as the thought that precedes action, while the second defines planning as the
intelligent way to prepare for the inevitable.
If we substitute the word “future” for “inevitable,” the rationale for planning in the
public sector becomes clear. Accordingly, it should come as no surprise that the
Virginia General Assembly has mandated that every town, count y and city across
the state must prepare and adopt a comprehensive plan that will guide community
growth and development.
The Comprehensive Plan in Virginia
Since 1980, each Virginia locality has been required to have a comprehensive plan
which focuses on the physical development of the territory within the locality’s
jurisdiction.
More specifically, the purpose of the comprehensive plan (Virginia Code 15.2-2223)
is to guide and accomplish a coordinated, adjusted and harmonious development of
the territory which will, in accordance with present and probable future needs and
resources, best promote the health, safety, morals, order, convenience, prosperity
and general welfare of the inhabitants, including the elderly and persons with
disabilities.
Continuing with the Code of Virginia, the comprehensive plan is general in nature,
and with its accompanying maps, plats, charts and descriptive information, shows
the locality’s long-range recommendations for the general development of the
territory encompassed by the plan.
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It is important to note a comprehensive plan does not have the legal status of a zoning
ordinance. It is advisory only and serves as a guide for the development and
implementation of the zoning ordinance. However, the Virginia Supreme Court has
ruled that a comprehensive plan may properly form the basis to approve or deny a
rezoning or special use/special exception/conditional use permit. The Court has
opined the following:
“While the minimum standards of the Comprehensive Plan may only be guidelines
and not requirements to be applied inflexibly by the governing body, it is still a
matter with the body’s discretion to decide whether to adhere to those standards or
to follow some other reasonable approach in determining whether to grant or to deny
a rezoning application.”
Although a comprehensive plan is general in nature, it is required to designate the
general or approximate location, character, and extent of each feature, including any
road improvement and any transportation improvement, shown on the plan. The
Virginia Code requires (15.2-2223) a comprehensive plan to feature the following
elements, chapters or plans:
Long-range recommendations for the general development of the locality: A
comprehensive plan must show the locality’s long-range recommendations for the
general development of the locality.
Transportation plan: A comprehensive plan must include a plan that designates a
system of transportation infrastructure needs and recommendations that may include
the designation of new and expanded transportation facilities including roadways,
bicycle accommodations, pedestrian accommodations, bridges, waterways, airports,
ports and public transportation facilities that support the planned development of the
territory covered by the plan.
Road and transportation map: A comprehensive plan must contain a map showing
road and transportation improvements, including cost estimates, of road and
transportation improvements to the extent the information is available from VDOT.
The plan must take into account the current and future needs of the residents of the
locality while considering the current and future needs of the planning district within
which the locality is situated.
Affordable housing: The comprehensive plan must designate areas in the locality
for the implementation of measures to promote the construction and maintenance of
affordable housing, sufficient to meet the current and future needs of residents of all
income levels in the locality while considering current and future needs of the
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planning district within which the locality is situated.
Road impact fee service areas: If a locality adopts an ordinance to impose road
impact fees, impact fee service areas must be designated in the comprehensive plan
(15.2-2320). Localities with a growth rate of 15% or more between the next to last
and last decennial census are eligible to adopt such an ordinance (15.2-2318).
Traditional neighborhood design: If urban development areas (UDA) are
designated in the comprehensive plan (15.2-2223.1), the comprehensive plan must
incorporate principles of traditional neighborhood design in the UDA, which may
include but is not limited to:









pedestrian-friendly street design;
the interconnection of new local streets with existing local streets;
connectivity of street and pedestrian networks;
the preservation of natural areas;
mixed-use neighborhoods, including mixed housing types;
the reduction of front and side yard building setbacks; and,
the reduction of turning subdivision street widths and turning
radii at street intersections.

In addition to incorporating the required plan elements outlined above, the Virginia
Code (15.2-2223) permits a locality to include the following plan elements in their
comprehensive plan:
Land use: A comprehensive plan may designate various areas for various types
of public and private development and uses, such as different kinds of residential,
business, industrial, agricultural, mineral resources, conservation, active and
passive recreation, public service, flood plain and drainage and other areas.
Community service facilities: A comprehensive plan may designate a system of
community service facilities such as parks, sports playing fields, forests, schools,
playgrounds, public buildings and institutions, hospitals, community centers,
waterworks, nursing homes, assisted living facilities, sewage disposal or waste
water disposal areas, and the like.
Capital improvements programs, land use regulations, certain maps: A
comprehensive plan may include a CIP, recommendations for subdivision and
zoning regulations, and maps of mineral resource districts and agricultural
forestall districts.
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Historical areas and renewal: A comprehensive plan may designate historical
areas and areas for urban renewal or other treatment.
Groundwater protection: A comprehensive plan may designate areas for
implementation of reasonable groundwater protection measures.
Recycling centers: A comprehensive plan may include the location of existing
or proposed recycling centers.
Utility line corridors: A comprehensive plan may include the designation of
corridors or routes for electric transmission lines of 150 kilovolts or more.
Urban development areas: Any locality may designate one or more UDA’s due
to proximity to transportation facilities, available public or community water and
sewer system, or a developed area to be used for redevelopment or infill
development.
The Occoquan Comprehensive Plan Diagnostic
The Occoquan comprehensive plan diagnostic featured three distinct steps each
designed to secure input and information concerning the utility of the 2003/13
Occoquan comprehensive plan. The results generated through each step will be
presented separately.
Step One: The Comprehensive (Comp) Plan Assessment Survey
The Occoquan comp plan diagnostic began with a focused survey that was
distributed to all members of the Occoquan Town Council as well as all members of
the Occoquan Planning Commission, the Occoquan BZA and the Occoquan
Architectural Review Board (ARB). A cross-section of community business leaders
and members of the Occoquan town staff were also asked to complete the survey
which was designed to secure needed insight, opinion and perspective about the
comp plan from the persons most familiar with the town’s current comp plan.
The plan assessment survey was distributed to 63 persons in Occoquan. The
distribution pattern and resulting participation rate was as follows:
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Target Group

Surveys Sent

Surveys Completed

Town Council
Planning Commission
BZA
ARB

6
5
5
7
23

3
4
4
5
16 (70%)

Town Staff
Business Leaders

10
30

7 (70%)
8 (25.8%)

Aggregate

63

31 (49.2%)

Plan Assessment Survey Results
The assessment survey focused respondent attention on six themes germane to land
use issues presently facing Occoquan as well as land use issues likely to impact the
town by the year 2020. The themes featured in the survey were as follows:
a. Identify the positive impact the current Occoquan plan has generated over
the past three years as well as the plans’ top 3 strengths.
b. Identify where the current Occoquan plan has fallen short as well as the
plans’ top 3 weaknesses.
c. Identify the top 3 land use issues facing Occoquan in 2015.
d. Identify the top 3 land use threats Occoquan will likely face in 2020.
e. Identify the top 3 land use opportunities Occoquan will likely face in 2020.
f. Assess the continued utility of the goals and policies featured in the 2003/13
comprehensive plan.
The results generated for each survey theme will be presented separately. In doing
so, the reader is advised the data presented represents, unless otherwise noted, the
aggregate input provided by all survey respondents. Responses linked to particular
target groups for each survey theme can be found in the appendix.
A. Plan impact and top 3 plan strengths. When asked to identify the positive
contributions the Occoquan plan has produced over the past several years, the
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leading response centered on the successful implementation of various goals
and policies featured in the 2003/13 comp plan. Additional plan positives
noted included the following:
-

The introduction of angled parking and parking lots downtown.
One-way traffic downtown.
Limiting truck traffic in town.
The new bridge.
Efforts designed to capitalize on the river.
Efforts designed to improve pedestrian mobility.
Efforts designed to sustain Occoquan’s character.
Efforts designed to sustain the town’s natural environment.
Acquisition of the Tanyard Hill property.
Removal of the water tank and initiation of the river walk project.

Relative to the plan’s top 3 strengths, the leading responses in priority order
were as follows:
- The narrative and strategy focused on sustaining and diversifying the
downtown commercial and historic district, the streetscape
downtown and the appearance of the buildings downtown (5).
- The plan contains information about the town’s history and places a
high priority on maintaining the town’s distinctive character, feel
and charm (5).
- The concept/idea to develop the water front and build the riverwalk
(4).
- The current plan outlines a strategy for safeguarding Occoquan’s
natural environment (4).
- The plan is easy to read and understand (4).
- Many of the goals and policies featured in the 2003/13 plan remain
relevant today (3).
- The plan’s commitment to pedestrian movement as a component of
the town’s transportation strategy is a strength (3).
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- The implementation schedule featured in the current plan is a
strength that should be maintained (3).
B. Current plan shortcomings and top 3 weaknesses. When asked to identify
examples where the comprehensive plan had fallen short in Occoquan, the
responses received clustered around distinct topics including the following:
- Cut-through traffic continues to be a problem (8).
- Parking remains a problem downtown and in residential areas (6).
- Better land use controls are needed including a revised zoning
ordinance (5); additional measures to assure historic properties are
protected from development (5); measures designed to maintain the
appearance and upkeep of properties in downtown (5); and, a
strengthened storm water strategy(4).
- The mix of businesses and commercial enterprises in Occoquan
needs to be diversified (4).
- The comp plan needs to be updated (4).
- The town plan needs an overarching vision (3).
- The plan needs to say more about sustaining the river (3).
Relative to the plan’s top three weaknesses, many of the topics listed above
made this list as well including:
- A new comprehensive plan is needed (8).
- A traffic management strategy is need that addresses the cut-through
traffic issue as well as pedestrian mobility (7).
- The Occoquan zoning ordinance needs to be revised including a
reduction in by-right residential density in the downtown (6).
- The Occoquan building code needs to be embellished such that
property maintenance and property upkeep become a town norm (5).
- Occoquan needs to development a parking management strategy for
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the downtown as well as other areas of town (5).
- Occoquan needs a strategy designed to attract new businesses to
town (4).
- Occoquan needs to update the town’s storm water management
strategy and related regulations concerning the river and related
environmental matters (4).
- An overarching vision for Occoquan should be added to the revised
town plan (3).
- The existing land use map in the current plan needs to be updated
and a proposed future land use map (FLUM) needs to be added to
the plan (3).
- The commitment to implement the revised plan must be advocated
by the town council as well as the town planning commission (3).
- Monies needed to implement the goals and policies featured in the
revised plan must be identified (3).
C. Top three 2015 Occoquan land use issues. As might be imagined the top
2015 land use issues identified through the plan assessment survey mimic the
top plan weaknesses identified above. The top land use issues are as follows:
- A transportation/traffic management strategy that addresses cutthrough traffic as well as pedestrian safety, and alternate modes of
transportation is needed (14).
- The Occoquan zoning ordinance needs to be adjusted to limit/reduce
by-right residential development in the downtown business district
(10).
- A parking management study/strategy focused on the downtown
commercial district and nearby residential areas is needed (9).
- The plan for the riverwalk needs to be finalized and a revenue
stream identified to complete the project (8).
- A plan/strategy for enhanced property maintenance, property upkeep
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and storefront appearance is needed in the downtown commercial
district (7).
- A plan to coordinate the management of common areas, open space
and green space in Occoquan is needed (6).
- The mix of business establishments in downtown needs to be
diversified and the downtown business/commercial district needs to
be expanded (6).
- A comprehensive storm water, flood control and run-off
management policy is needed (6).
- As Occoquan approaches build-out, a property redevelopment
strategy needs to be crafted (3).
- A woodland buffer between Occoquan and Prince William County
needs to be established and dialogue with the county needs to take
place to discuss joint border area planning issues (2).
D. Top 3 Occoquan land use threats 2020. The perceived land use threats
looking 5 years ahead generally mimic the 2015 land use issues with a few
modifications. The top issues identified are as follows:
- Without a traffic mitigation plan and strategy in place, Occoquan’s
downtown business district may falter (7).
- Without a parking management strategy in place, Occoquan’s
downtown business district may fail to attract visitors and customers
thereby constricting the flow of business revenue to the town and
potentially harming the town’s quality of life (5).
- Without a strategy in place that addresses the appearance of
buildings downtown as well as storefront facades and property
upkeep the business district may experience a decline (5).
- Failing to reduce by-right residential zoning in the downtown
business district may well result in the demise of business in the
district (5).
- Failing to capitalize on the development potential associated with
the river will lessen Occoquan’s capacity to function as a full11

service community (5).
- A diversity of new businesses will be needed if the Occoquan
business district intends to proper (4).
- The lack of a strategy for protecting Occoquan’s prized properties,
open space, green space and common areas may result in their being
lost (4).
- Occoquan’s land use regulations (zoning, subdivision and building
codes) need to be strengthened to better manage future development
in Occoquan (3).
- Failing to plan in concert with Fairfax County and Prince William
County may result in Occoquan’s gateways being compromised by
poor development decisions beyond the town’s corporate limits (3).
E. Top 3 Occoquan land use opportunities 2020. The perceived land use
opportunities are, in many instances, a reversal of the identified land use
threats. This, in a manner of speaking, speaks to the optimism and potential
Occoquan can turn threats into opportunities. The top opportunities are as
follows:
- The river walk is completed with public access provided (8).
- Strategies for maintaining the Occoquan’s natural environment
inclusive of the river, green space, and open space are in place and
are followed (7).
- Zoning ordinance amendments are made that limit the amount of
residential development in the downtown business district and
address infill development, the adaptive reuse of property as well as
the redevelopment of stagnant properties in town (5).
- Property maintenance codes are strengthened to address building
appearance, property upkeep and storefront façade issues in
Occoquan (5).
- By using the river as a magnet, a diversified mix of business and
commercial enterprises are located in the downtown business district
(4).
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- A plan for the Jennings property is in place (3).
- Alternate forms of mobility including bus, bike and boat are
common in Occoquan (3).
- A solid storm water management plan and flood control plan are in
place (3).
- Efforts to return the building permit function and the building
official functions from the county to Occoquan are successful (2).
- Enhanced communication and cooperation with Prince William
County focused on joint border area eastward along the river is a
reality (2).
F. Utility of the 2003/13 comprehensive plan goals and policies. The
comments and recommendations received from the survey target groups
regarding the relevance and utility of the 2003/13 comp plan goals and
policies were as follows:
- Many of the goals featured in the current comp plan remain relevant
as do many of the accompanying policies (7).
- Several of the policies featured in the current plan, however, need to
be modified and/or updated (6).
- Occoquan needs to draft and adopt a mixed use ordinance (3).
- Occoquan needs to identify incentives that will result in the river
walk being completed (3).
- Occoquan needs to revise its zoning ordinance to permit wineries,
craft breweries and distilleries; permit office uses in the
historic/commercial district; and, lessen the potential of commercial
uses converting to residential uses in the historic/commercial district
(3).
- Zoning by-right needs to be changed to allow for staff review and
input as well as planning commission review and town council
review and action (3).
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- Efforts designed to protect special or prized properties from
development are needed (2).
- Post office boxes may be needed at the neighborhood level (2).
Plan Assessment Summary Findings. The assessment survey provides
important insight and perspective regarding the continued utility of the
Occoquan comprehensive plan. Chief among the findings is the value and
salutary difference the comp plan has made in Occoquan over the past decade.
Of equal importance, the assessment exercise clearly indicated many of the
goals and policies featured in the current comp plan continue to resonate as
relevant planning and community standards for today as well as the future.
The assessment survey, as might be expected, also uncovered plan
weaknesses and shortcomings. The tables appearing on the next two pages
reflect Occoquan’s leading planning concerns as well as aggregate planning
issues. The table on page 15 provides significant perspective beginning with
the leading examples of where the current comp plan has fallen short linked
with the current plan weaknesses as identified through the assessment survey.
As the reader will note, two additional variables (top three 2015 issues and
the top three 2020 trends) are also featured on the table. Collectively, the
information on Table 1 yields a composite of the top planning concerns in
Occoquan.
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TABLE 1
Occoquan Planning Concerns
Top 3
Weaknesses

Top 3 Issues
2015

Top Trends
2020

Total

8

7

14

7

36

6

5

9

5

25

5

6

10

5

26

5

-

6

4

15

5

5

7

5

22

4

4

6

4

18

4

5

6

4

19

4

8

3

-

15

3

3

2

6

14

3

4

8

5
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Where the Plan Fell Short
Cut through Traffic
Parking Problem
Zoning Revisions for
Downtown
Protect Prized Property from
Development
Property Upkeep Measures
Needed
Stronger Storm Water
and environmental measures
needed
Diversify Business Mix in
downtown
Plan Needs Updating
With redevelopment component
Vision Needed in the plan

Sustain/Develop the River
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Table 2, as the reader will discern, lists the leading planning issues facing Occoquan.
The weighted scoring was a function of the plan assessment survey. The aggregate
issues listed on Table 2 will serve as a sounding board for the subject matter to be
featured in the revised Occoquan comprehensive plan. The information featured in
both tables was also shared with the public during the community forum phase of
the Occoquan comp plan diagnostic review which will be discussed next.
TABLE 2
Aggregate Planning Issues
1. Traffic, traffic management

36

2. Zoning revisions needed
downtown to reduce residential
densities

26

3. Parking management

25

4. Property maintenance, upkeep
and appearance

22

5. Capitalize on the river while
sustaining the river

20

6. Diversify the mix of businesses
downtown

19

7. Strengthen storm water and
related regulations

18

8. Comp plan update needed/
Redevelopment needed

15

9. Strategies to protect prized
property

15

10.Vision needed in the plan/town

14
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In sum, the assessment survey, along with the two tables above, provide ample
evidence for why the current Occoquan comp plan is no longer relevant as an
instrument of public policy. The assessment survey findings clearly detail the
shortcomings and deficiencies associated with the current comp plan. Conversely,
the summary findings make clear Occoquan’s next comp plan must address traffic,
mobility and circulation issues as well as the mix of businesses and the character and
type of development downtown. The new plan must also sustain the natural
environment while securing a positive town connection with the river.
Step Two: The Community Forums
The next step in the comp plan diagnostic review, once the assessment surveys were
tallied, was the sponsorship of a forum in November, 2015 wherein the survey
results were shared with the members of the respective focus groups who completed
the assessment exercise. Accordingly, over two consecutive evenings, meetings
were held with members of the Occoquan planning commission, the town council,
the BZA, the architectural review board as well as key business leaders and key
members of the town staff.
In addition to reviewing and discussing the survey results, the forum participants
were asked to share their thoughts and ideas about the type of land use changes
Occoquan might well experience 5 to 10 years in the future. In doing so, the forum
participants were asked to identify specific land use adjustments or changes (through
a mapping exercise) Occoquan might need to make if the town is to successfully
accommodate anticipated future growth and development by the year 2020 and
beyond.
It is important to note a third forum was sponsored in November. This forum was
open to the public. The process that was used with the members of the focus groups
was also used with the citizens who chose to attend the forum including the mapping
exercise.
In early December of last year, a fourth community forum was held in Occoquan.
During this forum, the final assessment survey results were presented and discussed.
In addition, the contractor retained to conduct the comp plan diagnostic exercise
shared preliminary findings relative to the land use issues facing the town and the
likely comp plan adjustments Occoquan will face moving forward. Lastly, a
consensus future land use map reflective of the input received during the November
forum was shared with forum participants. It is important to note those in attendance
at the December forum embraced the consensus future land use map as being a
reasonable and rational representation of how Occoquan could accommodate future
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growth and development in the town over the next ten years. A copy of the consensus
Occoquan future land use map can be found in the appendix of this report.
Step Three: Critiquing the Occoquan Comp Plan
The third step in the diagnostic exercise featured a critique of the Occoquan comp
plan by the contractor retained to perform the diagnostic review. In meeting this
requirement, the Occoquan plan was reviewed with specific attention given to the
plan’s content, clarity and completeness. In addition, an assessment was made
relative to the plan’s conformance with the comprehensive plan requirements listed
in the Code of Virginia. The key findings generated through this third step of the
diagnostic process, which will be presented as strengths and weaknesses, are as
follows:
Current Plan Strengths
 The current Occoquan comp plan is easy to read and understand. The
narrative discussing Occoquan’s history is especially informative as is the
narrative focused on sustaining the town’s natural environment.
 The current comprehensive plan strategy focused on sustaining and
diversifying the downtown commercial and historic district as well as the
town’s overall small-town feel and charm is laudable.
 The concepts and strategies found in the current plan to safeguard
Occoquan’s natural environment are equally laudable.
 The implementation schedule featured in the plan is a positive.
 The desire to develop the waterfront and build the river walk continues to
resonate as a community goal.
 Many of the goals and policies featured in the current comp plan remain
relevant today and should be included in the updated plan.
 The current comp plan brought about positive change in Occoquan because
the plan was valued, followed and implemented.
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Current Plan Weaknesses
 The current comp plan does not feature an enumerated table of contents nor
is the plan organized in a manner that conveys the relative importance of
each plan component.
 The current comp plan does not feature an overarching vision for Occoquan.
 The current comp plan features 11 goals aligned with 6 functional plan
elements. Many of the goals remain relevant today and they should be
considered for inclusion in next Occoquan plan. It is probable; however,
several of the goals will be modified and/or consolidated once the plan is
updated. It is also likely new goals will be added to the plan.
 The current Occoquan plan features 50 enabling strategies linked to the 11
comprehensive plan goals. Several of the strategies have been addressed
and/or implemented. And, as with the 11 comp plan goals, many of the
strategies remain relevant today and they should be considered for inclusion
in the next town plan. It is likely the absolute number of strategies will be
reduced through consolidation and reorganization.
 The current comp plan is deficient with respect to content mandated by the
Code of Virginia (affordable housing and transportation enhancements).
This shortcoming can be address during the comp plan update process.
 Various themes/topics featured in the current comp plan such as the
population narrative and the economy and finances narrative are out of date
and need to be revised.
 A similar assessment applies to the narrative in the current plan focused on
transportation, housing, community facilities and generalized land use.
Numerous changes have taken place over the past 13 years thereby
necessitating an update of these plan elements.
 The future land use map (FLUM) featured in the current comp plan (p.37)
needs to be redrawn and relabeled. An up to date existing land use map
(ELUM) needs to be drafted and included in the revised plan.
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 The future land use section featured in the current comp plan needs to be
revised, restructured and relocated. The respective “action plans” for future
land use, transportation and circulation, and natural resources need to be
modified to reflect current conditions as well as the opportunities and threats
presently and likely to face Occoquan.
 The action time-lines and implementation strategies featured in the current
plan need to be revised and updated.
 As written, the current comp plan does not provide town appointed and
elected leaders with a solid frame of reference with regard to making land
use decisions. The comp plan is out of step with the character of land
development taking place in Occoquan. In like fashion, the town’s primary
regulatory instrument (zoning) is ill-equipped to guide the type of
development currently taking place in Occoquan. Updating the town’s comp
plan will provide the necessary foundation for revising Occoquan’s zoning
ordinance and related development codes.
Diagnostic Findings and Recommended Actions
The Occoquan comp plan diagnostic study has yielded important insight regarding
the capacity of the existing comp plan to efficiently and effectively guide land use
planning and land use decision making in present day Occoquan. As was noted in
the preceding section of this report, the 2003/2013 Occoquan comprehensive plan
does not comply with the land use standards featured in the Code of Virginia. In
addition, a considerable amount of the statistical data featured in the current comp
plan is either out of date or no longer relevant. Of equal import, several of the goals
and policies found in the existing plan have been completed while others no longer
resonate as issues of concern. Also, it must be noted Occoquan has experienced
considerable growth and development since 2003 thereby negating the continued
relevance of the planning measures placed in the plan 13years ago.
Lastly, thanks to its location in northern Prince William County, its location on route
123, the shared border with County and its proximity to the I-95 corridor, Occoquan
will continue to grow and develop over the balance of this decade and into the next
decade. According, it is imperative the town’s elected and appointed officials
commit to revising, restructuring and rewriting the 2003/2013 Occoquan
comprehensive plan. To meet this objective, it is recommended the town of
Occoquan take the following actions:
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Action One: Planning Commission Set Plan Update Timeline
The Occoquan planning commission, as mandated by the Code of Virginia, should
take charge of the comp plan update process. The update process should begin no
later than March, 2016 and should feature the following actions:
 The planning commission should develop a plan update schedule replete
with milestones. The planning commission should allocate 120 days for the
plan update process. (The contractor retained to conduct the diagnostic study
will, if requested, assist the planning commission with the comp plan update
at no charge to the town.)
 The Occoquan planning commission, in partnership with the town council,
should give strong consideration to appointing a citizens steering committee
to assist with the comp plan update process.
 The Occoquan planning commission should create a new format and
structure for the new comp plan. Points to consider include front loading the
plan with a vision statement followed by a listing of the plan goals and
policies and a summary of the plan’s major themes.
 The planning commission should establish a comp plan time horizon of
2016-2025. In turn, specific themes designed to address the challenges and
opportunities Occoquan will face during the 2016-2025 planning period
should be created. Relevant themes are as follows:
Community Character/Community Life
Circulation and Mobility
Economic Vitality/Diversity
Environmental Stewardship
Regional Coordination
Implementation and Accountability
 In addition to the plan themes, traditional plan elements focused on
community facilities, historic preservation, and housing would also be
featured.
 A separate chapter focused on plan implementation and plan accountability
should be included in the revised Occoquan plan.
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 The Occoquan planning commission, as part of the plan update process,
should sponsor at least one multi-phase public forum for the purpose of
securing citizen input regarding future land uses and future land use patterns
in Occoquan. This forum should take place approximately 75 days after the
comp plan update process is initiated.
Action Two: Comp Plan Template
To facilitate the comp plan update process in Occoquan, as well as comply with the
contract stipulations associated with this study, a comp plan template or outline has
been prepared. The template reflects the recommendations outlined in this report
regarding needed plan content as well as the format or structure the plan should
reflect. It is hoped the planning commission will view the template, as outlined
below, with a favorable eye as they initiate the plan update process.
 Chapter One: Introduction and Overview
- Intent and Purpose
- Scope of the Plan
- The Planning Process/Planning Horizon
- Plan Themes
 Chapter Two: A Journey in Time: Occoquan Yesterday/Today
- Our Location/Setting
- Our History
- Our Numbers
- Our Existing Footprint/Land Use
 Chapter Three: Occoquan 2025: Imagining Tomorrow Today
- Our Vision
- Our Goals
- Our Policies
- Our Plan for 2025
 Chapter Four: Community Character/Community Life
- Overview/Vision
- Housing and Housing Affordability
- Neighborhood Preservation/Revitalization
- Community Services/Facilities
- Parks, Open Space, Public Space
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 Chapter Five: Circulation and Mobility
- Overview/Vision
- Streets and Roads
- Town Gateways
- Connectivity
- Sidewalks/Bikeways/Trails/Buses
- Parking
 Chapter Six: Economic Vitality/Diversity
- Overview/Vision
- A Vibrant Town Center
- Commercial Diversity/Commercial Nodes
- Economic Catalyst Sites
- Historic Preservation/Appearance Considerations
 Chapter Seven: Environmental Stewardship
- Overview/Vision
- The River Connection
- Water Quality
- Drainage and Stormwater Management
- Trees and Landscaping
- Green Building/Noise/Lighting
 Chapter Eight: Regional Coordination
- Overview/Vision
- Shared Border Area Plans-Prince William County
- Shared Border Areas Plans-Fairfax County
 Chapter Nine: Implementation and Accountability
- Overview/Vision
- Implementation Strategy/Timeline
- Annual Plan Accountability Report

Action Three: Draft Vision Statement for the 2025 Plan
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Occoquan Comprehensive Plan Goals 2016-2025
Chapter Four: COMMUNITY CHARACTER/COMMUNITY LIFE
Current Plan Goals
To keep existing and future residential areas of the town pleasant,
attractive, and liveable. (Residential District Goal.)
To provide residents and merchants with access to high quality community
services. (Community Services Goal.)
To preserve and enhance the unique character of the Occoquan Business
district and Historic District. (Occoquan Business District and Historic District
Goal.)
PROPOSED 2025 COMMUNITY CHARACTER/COMMUNITY LIFE GOAL
Proposed Plan Goal
Guide Occoquan’s physical development in a manner that produces a mix of
land uses - residential, commercial, and public – which reflects the town’s
historic identity and image while enhancing the social and economic wellbeing of its residents, merchants and visitors alike.
PROPOSED STRATEGIES/POLICIES - TBD
Chapter Five: CIRCULATION AND MOBILITY
Current Plan Goal
To provide for safe and efficient movement of automobile and pedestrian
traffic while minimizing impacts of traffic increases. (Transportation and
Parking Goal.)
To maximize the availability of parking in the Town while maintaining its
historic nature. (Transportation and Parking Goal.)

PROPOSED 2025 CIRCULATION AND MOBILITY GOAL
Proposed Plan Goal
Create and maintain a safe and efficient town wide mobility and
transportation network that is interconnected, multi-modal and reflects a
walkable land use pattern.
PROPOSED STRATEGIES/POLICIES - TBD
Chapter Six: ECONOMIC VITALITY/DIVERSITY
Current Plan Goal
To preserve and enhance the unique character of the Occoquan Business
District and Historic District. (Occoquan Bus. Dist. And Historic District.)
To facilitate public access to waterfront areas and the redevelopment of
underutilized waterfront properties while ensuring such development does
not harm water quality or habitats in the Occoquan River. (Occoquan
Business District and Historic District.)
PROPOSED 2025 ECONOMIC VITALITY/DIVERSITY GOAL
Proposed Plan Goal
Generate proactive and sustainable economic development and
redevelopment actions in the Occoquan Business/Historic district that
respects the districts unique character and ecological setting while
encouraging a diversity of economic activities in selected target areas of
Occoquan.
PROPOSED STRATEGIES/POLICIES - TBD

Chapter Seven: ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
Current Plan Goals (Pages 33-34)
Protect the surface water quality of the Town and Chesapeake Bay from
adverse effects of development to reduce impact of land uses on water
quality. (Env. and Natural Resources Protection.)
Minimize the amount of pollution generated by residential and business
activities and land uses that degrade Occoquan’s water and environmental
resources. (Env. and Natural Resources.)
Protect sensitive natural resources of the town during development and take
an active role in restoring wildlife habitat corridors/stream valleys that
support aquatic habitats. (Env. and Natural Resources.)
Control erosion along the Occoquan River as well as erosion caused by
natural springs and overland stormwater runoff. (Env. and Nat. Res.)
PROPOSED 2025 ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP GOAL
Proposed Plan Goal
Provide for the harmonious and wise use of land that meets the needs of
Occoquan while sustaining the town’s environmental quality and the
Occoquan River’s water quality.
PROPOSED STRATEGIES/POLICIES - TBD
Chapter Eight: REGIONAL COORDINATION
Current Plan Goal
To increase communication with Prince William and Fairfax counties to
ensure that surrounding development is coordinated and consistent with
town goals. (Town and County Cooperation.)

PROPOSED 2025 REGIONAL COORDINATION GOAL
Proposed Plan Goal
Create a dialogue with Prince William County and Fairfax County focused on
generating a shared border area land use planning and zoning agreement
that will reflect and advance Occoquan’s vision and desired future.
PROPOSED STRATEGIES/POLICIES - TBD

